
 

Hi, Beal Students and Families! 

The schedule below will help you with your daily work.  Have fun learning! 

Remote Learning Lessons for Grade: Science Grade 1 Week 7 

Week of: 5/18 

 
Tasks: Monday 

Video https://mysteryscience.com/mini-lessons/germs-

sanitizer?code=a7722c9d2ce45c0c65a5942698cc68ab 

Questions How does hand sanitizer kill germs? 

Activity 1. Watch mystery answering questions as you go. Here are some 

ways to help students reflect on the lesson.  

2. How does hand sanitizer kill germs? 

3. What did this lesson make you curious about? What other 

questions do you have?  

4. Bonus Activity: Hand sanitizer is a good way to clean your hands 

when you can’t find a sink with soap and water. But how much 

water do you really need? What is the smallest amount of water 

you can use to wash your hands? One cup of water? A half-cup 

of water? One spoonful of water? Experiment in the bathroom 

and find out! 

5. Make a poster telling how hand sanitizer works. 

 
Tasks: Tuesday 

Video https://mysteryscience.com/powers/mystery-6/plant-movement-

survival/157?code=MTY5OTU3MDA&t=student 

Questions What do sunflowers do when you’re not looking?  In this Read-Along 

Mystery, Jin plants some sunflowers in a sunny spot and some in a 

shady spot, watches to see which grow best, and then figures out why. 

The Mystery includes a short exercise where students stand up and 

pretend to be sunflowers, turning their faces to the sun as young 

sunflowers do. You can extend the lesson with the optional activity, 

https://mysteryscience.com/mini-lessons/germs-sanitizer?code=a7722c9d2ce45c0c65a5942698cc68ab
https://mysteryscience.com/mini-lessons/germs-sanitizer?code=a7722c9d2ce45c0c65a5942698cc68ab
https://mysteryscience.com/powers/mystery-6/plant-movement-survival/157?code=MTY5OTU3MDA&t=student
https://mysteryscience.com/powers/mystery-6/plant-movement-survival/157?code=MTY5OTU3MDA&t=student
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mistergesl/6110718424
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Plants on the Move, where students observe that plants respond to 

light by bending toward the light source 

Activity 1. Read aloud mystery and answer questions and move as you go. 

2. Experiment:  Do the experiment taking pictures as you go if you 

have the equipment. Follow the mystery with the instructions of 

the activity. If you need to improvise please do. You need: 

scotch tape, aluminum foil, cardboard box, soft-stemmed plant.  

3. This is another activity you can do with your student. Plants on 

the Move: You may have been surprised to see the sunflowers in 

the video bending to face the sun. Plants move much more slowly 

than people do, so you have to watch over time to see that a 

plant has reacted to a change. With this simple experiment, you 

will be able to see for yourself how plants turn to face the light. 

4. Observe and Discuss Part 1: Set up a plant in your home. Look 

at the plant carefully and notice the direction that its stem (or 

stems) are growing. DISCUSS: Are the stems pointing straight 

up? Do they lean to one side? 

5. Observe and Discuss Part 2: Next, put the plant inside of a box, 

placing it as far from the hole as possible. The plant should be 

placed so it leans away from the hole, then the box should be 

closed. DISCUSS: What do think will happen? Think about how 

the sunflowers responded to sunlight.  

6. Observe and Discuss Part 3 Water the plant regularly. Each time 

they do, look at the plant’s stem. DISCUSS: Are there any 

changes?  
7. Here are some videos you can watch.  

• This video shows corn seedlings that have been raised in the 

dark. When the experimenter puts a light bulb above them, they 

begin bending toward the light, just like the sunflowers in the 

story do. The video condenses 18 hours into 30 seconds.  

• This video shows tomato seedlings over several days. In the 

corner, the word “water” appears whenever the tomatoes are 

given water. What happens right after the plants are given 

water?  

8. As an optional activity, we suggest having students observe and 

discuss how plants respond to light. If you like, you can grow 

your own experimental plant by planting bean, sunflower, or corn 

seeds a week before you experiment. Buying a bean seedling or 

an herb such as thyme will also work. 

9. Setup: Get your box ready by cutting a hole that’s about two 

inches square in one top corner. Hold the box up to the light and 

check for any other places the light might get in. If there are 

http://plantsinmotion.bio.indiana.edu/plantmotion/movements/tropism/phototropism/corn/cornworship.html
http://safeyoutube.net/w/FlRb


    

 

holes other than the one you cut, tape aluminum foil over them 

since foil is opaque and it won’t let any light through. Make sure 

your box is large enough so when your plant is a few inches tall, 

the whole thing will still fit inside the box. 

10. Complete end-of-mystery assessment. 

Tasks: Wednesday Must DO 

Video StemScopes: Content Connections Video-Parts of a Plant.  

Questions What are the parts of a plant? 

Activity 1. Log onto StemScopes through the Student Applications.  

2. Go to Assignments.  

3. Click on Content Connections Video-Parts of a Plant 

4. . Watch video and pause when it asks you questions and discuss 

the answers. 

5. Answer the questions online. 

6. Turn in when complete. 

These are the review challenge assignments for this week. Go to STEMscopes and complete 

the questions on the following assignments. Let's see how many shout outs I can give this week. 

Send me a message when you are finished. If you think you have finished already check to make 

sure I have not returned anything to you. 

1. Content Connections Video-Plant Characteristics 

2. Reading Science: Read Aloud-The Parts of a Plant 

3. Multiple Choice assessment from Parts of a Plant use STEMscopedia from Parts of a 

Plant to help. 

4. Concept Attainment quiz from Parts of a Plant use STEMscopedia from Parts of a Plant 

to help. 

5. STEMscopedia from Parts of a Plant 

I have posted a list of websites on the bealelementary.org website. Please choose 

activities that your child would like to explore.  Please pick an activity from the list to 

do with your scientist each day that you don’t do an assignment. Have fun and stay 

curious. 




